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Abstract - Software testing is an essential part of the development process of Software tools and applications. It 

ensures that the designed software is free of defects and meets all of its functional requirements. Automation testing 

tools can make this process more efficient and increase test coverage as compared to manual testing. An extremely 

important part of this process is selecting the right testing tools and frameworks based on the requirement of the 

product being developed. Mobile, Web and Desktop applications have different requirements when it comes to 

testing leading to different testing tools for each type of application with some tools providing support for more than 

one type of application. This paper provides a comparative view of different test frameworks and tools for the three 

types of applications mentioned above. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

High-quality software development is ensured by efficient software testing. Before a software release, testing is meant to 

find bugs and feature issues. The process of manual testing involves test engineers executing tests one at a time and 

independently. Automation testing involves the use of scripts and tools to enable quicker product testing. On analyzing 

various metrics of tests written manually and automated tests, it is seen that there is a trade-off between the amount of time 

and effort a test engineer invests in developing test cases as compared to the production of input assets needed for automation 

[1]. Automation testing can be used for the efficient conduction of different types of Functional Tests [2].  A broad 

classification of Software testing techniques include White Box, Black box and Grey box testing. White box testing requires 
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the understanding of each aspect of the internal structure of the software application/tool under test. In-depth grasp of the 

source code is an essential part of it [3]. Black box testing requires the QA analyst to have only a surface-level understanding 

of the code and does not need to deal with the intricacies of the internal logic and implementation of the program being 

tested. It focuses on the external aspects of the application and on finding bugs that could hinder end-user experience [4]. 

Grey Box Testing is a technique intermediate to White Box and Black Box testing. Here, only limited information about 

the internal workings of the program is required. The tester will have access only to certain internal components of the 

source code that are necessary for generating test cases [5]. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

Different types of applications have different requirements based on their source, the platform they run on, etc. Thus, test 

tools for different types of applications also have different requirements. 

 

Mobile Applications: Mobile devices have a limited interface design due to reduced screen size. Scalability and interactivity 

are some of the problems that developers run into when testing usability. Mobile devices come in a variety of forms such 

as phones, tablets, etc. The testing tool should be capable of handling variation in shapes and sizes of different mobile 

devices [6]. 

 

Web Applications: The web server hosts web-based applications, making them accessible to anybody with an internet 

connection. Web-based applications are dependent on different browsers, making consistent usability of the test tool crucial 

[7]. 

 

Desktop Applications: Desktop applications refer to softwares that run locally on a computer requiring installations for 

usability. Setups and teardowns are a tricky aspect of Desktop applications [8]. Unlike Web applications where setup and 

teardowns usually involve the opening and closing of a browser leading to no existing cookies, cache, etc. for the next test 

case, just restarting a Desktop application does not lead to a clean slate [9]. Numerous "residual" files could be produced 

by a desktop application. These could range from licenses and registration files to registry entries. The removal of such files 

involves some additional work that should not be neglected during the teardown of the tests. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Extensive research has been done for the testing of different types of applications over the years. Some applications support 

testing of a single type of application. However, over the decades, a lot of testing tools have been updated to support more 

than one type of application. In this paper we have conducted an extensive literature review to summarize the main 

functionalities, updates, supported platforms, etc. of commonly used test tools for Mobile, Web and Desktop Applications. 

 

Web Applications: 

A. Selenium 

Selenium is a suite of automation tools that includes the Selenium IDE, Selenium webdriver, Selenium RC, and Selenium 

grid [10]. Selenium IDE is a Firefox plug-in that allows the development of test cases. It is an integrated development 

environment that allows the recording and playback of actions performed on the web and the generation of tests. Selenium 

RC is another part of the Selenium test suite that supports multiple programming languages for automating UI tests for web 

applications against any HTTP website. Ajax applications are not supported by it which resulted in the development of the 

Selenium WebDriver which is another component of the Selenium test suite which is currently the most widely used tool 

for the automation of Web Applications. Along with providing support for Ajax applications and multiple web browsers, it 

is also more efficient in contrast with Selenium RC since it has direct communication with the browser [10]. It allows test 

execution even when the browser is minimized and supports multiple programming languages including Ruby, Python, 

Kotlin, JavaScript, C# and Java. It also provides multi-browser support including Chrome, Safari, Firefox and Internet 

Explorer. A major drawback of Selenium is that it cannot handle windows alerts and does not allow parallel execution of 

tests on the same hardware [11]. 

 

B. Sikuli 

Sikuli is a test-tool for Web applications that allows image-based automation. The scripting system of Sikuli allows users 

to use images of graphical elements on screen and have access and control of these elements during the test-run. It supports 

JavaScript, Python (Jython) and Ruby. Jython is the Java implementation of Python that has a scripting-style like Python 

while providing full access to Java libraries. Some interfaces do not allow visual interaction with users thus forcing them to 

rely on non-visual alternatives such as XPaths and other locators [28]. Full XPaths happen to change within short periods 
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of time with even minor updates in the Web Application. Thus identifying and accessing elements of the Web Application 

through images can help in making the developed test more robust and less prone to failures as long as the visual appearance 

of the identified elements do not change. But if there happens to be even slight changes in the appearance of the elements 

due to updates in the application, the test script would fail [27]. Along with Web applications, Sikuli also supports the 

automation of Windows Desktop Applications but it is most commonly used for Web Applications. As seen in the paper by 

Lathwal and Ashish, Sikuli can be integrated with Selenium for overcoming the drawbacks of both [25]. 

 

C. Cypress 

Cypress is an end-to-end testing tool for modern web test automation and is JavaScript-based. Automated web tests can be 

written with the help of this tool. It is designed for developers and operates directly in the browser utilizing a DOM 

manipulation approach [30]. Automation developers have stated that a significant amount of time for error-handling was 

spent on the coordination of wait with the network speed, excessive load and other reasons that could lead to the slow 

loading of web-pages. Cypress was created and established in 2015 to tackle this issue. The declaration of implicit and 

explicit waits is not necessary with Cypress because the framework includes automated waiting. It automatically waits for 

DOM loading, animation, elements, and other events. Additionally, it operates within the web-browser having direct 

interaction with the application being tested [29]. Cypress can be used for different browsers and currently provides support 

for Firefox, WebKit and members of the Chrome family. Some of the limitations of Cypress are that it only supports 

JavaScript for test case scripts and it does not provide support for multiple tabs [26]. 

  

Mobile Applications: 

A. Appium 

It is the most commonly used automation tool for running tests on Mobile devices. Apart from native Mobile applications, 

it can also be used for Web and Hybrid applications that run on Mobile devices. It supports testing for applications on 

Android, iOS and Firefox OS platforms [12]. Unlike other third-party tools that require SDKs and HTTP Servers to be 

embedded in the application and use private APIs, Appium tracks activity on devices with the help of bootstrap.js. which 

results in the Appium server receiving the test execution results which then sends it to the Appium Client. Appium inspector 

is a tool that can be used for locating and tracking the elements of an Application, for simulating manual operations and 

recording test scripts of the App activity [25]. All programming languages supported by Selenium are also supported by 

Appium along with additional languages like PHP. Although it was first intended for mobile apps, new updates allow the 

testing of Windows Desktop Applications too [23]. The main disadvantage of Appium is that tests can run slightly slower 

than other testing tools because of its dependency on the remote web driver [13].  

 

B. Robotium 

This framework is made to offer Android applications black box tests. This implies that the test is for anticipated outcomes 

rather than particular techniques [15]. Robotium has a better execution time than Appium. The use of Robotium is not 

advised for testing tasks requiring the opening of other applications, changing connection types, or uninstalling software 

[14]. It provides support for Android API 1.6 and higher. One of its major disadvantages is that it provides support only for 

one programming language, which is Java, since Android Apps are developed using Java. Robotium Recorder can be used 

for recording tests while interacting with the application but it increases testing expenditure since it is a licensed software 

[16]. 

 

 

 

 

Desktop Applications: 

A. Katalon Studio 

Along with Desktop Applications, Katalon Studio also provides support for Mobile and Web Applications. All Desktop 

applications written in the platforms Win32, WinForms, WPF, and UWP are fully supported by it [17]. Automatic testing 

of user interface elements, such as pop-ups, iFrames, and wait times, is possible with Katalon Studio. Linux, macOS, and 

Microsoft Windows are all supported by the tool. The key benefits of Katalon are its effortless setup and its ability to work 

well with an extensive range of automation tools. Users with varying degrees of programming skill can use Katalon without 

hassle due to its twin scripting interfaces which allow QA analysts with relatively lower technical skill to work with the 

more basic program that is free of coding. The option for advanced users provides various code-enhancing services. Native 

testing, as well as concurrent and successive executions, are supported by Katalon Studio. Groovy, a Java-like programming 
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language, is used to run it [18]. A major disadvantage of Katalan Studio is that it does not support any other programming 

language which leads to only users comfortable with Java being able to make full use of it. It is not an open source tool [19]. 

 

B. Ranorex 

Ranorex provides support for Desktop, Web and Mobile applications. It provides support for over 10 platforms including 

Winforms, WPF, etc. It provides GDI and GDI+ plugins for the challenging areas [20]. It has a very advanced image based 

processing and can support any primarily graphic based environment [18]. C# and vb.net are the two programming 

languages that Ranorex supports. Since it is written entirely in.net code, learning a scripting language is not required in 

order to use it [21]. Any change in the user interface can be automatically detected by the Ranorex smart object identification 

technique. Some of the drawbacks of Ranorex include that it does not provide support for MacOS and supports only two 

programming languages [22]. 

 

Test tool/ 

framework 

a b c d e 

Selenium 6 Apache 

License 2.0. 

(Open 

source) 

no hard 3 

Sikuli 3 MIT 

Licence 

(Open 

Source) 

yes hard 2 

Cypress 1 MIT 

Licence 

(Open 

Source) 

yes easy 1 

Appium 6+ Apache 

License 2.0. 

(Open 

source) 

yes hard 3 

Robotium 1 Apache 

License 2.0. 

(Open 

source) 

no easy 1 

Katalon 

Studio 

2 Freeware 

(Free 

license) 

yes easy 3 

Ranorex 2 Node-locked 

and floating 

(paid 

licenses) 

yes easy 3 

Table 1: Analysis of testing tools on various metrics, a: Test development platforms/ programming languages supported, b: 

License type, c: Image based testing, d: Ease of setup, e: No. of modes supported (Web, Mobile and Desktop)  

 

 

IV.       CONCLUSION 

As can be seen in this paper, there is no one-shoe-fits-all solution for choosing the right testing tool since there is no tool 

with all performance metrics better than other tools. Different tools are suitable for different scenarios. This comparative 

study aims to summarize the pros and cons of each test tool to aid the process of choosing a test tool based on the requirement 

of the test engineer as this is an extremely crucial step of the Testing process of any product. 

 

V.      FUTURE SCOPE 

As manual testing is an extremely time consuming part of the testing cycle, automated testing is the way of the future. It 

significantly increases test coverage as compared to manual testing which can be a very crucial factor for supporting new 

innovations while also keeping up with the pace of the market demand. Automated tests are currently in use to a certain 
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extent. In a study conducted, 77% of the companies mentioned that they have used automated testing softwares yet only a 

little more than 24% of the companies had automated 50% or more of their test cases [24]. While automated testing tools 

are effective and can save a lot of time invested in software testing, the concept of automated testing is still relatively new 

and not as widely used as it can be. One of the major drawbacks of these tools being the frequent requirement changes in 

applications which can cause stability issues in test cases. We think that in the near future, most of these testing tools will 

be extremely robust and capable of handling regular changes to the applications under test. 
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